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Starting in 1922, the Garden 
State issued a desirable single 
letter and number series. 
Most states have some kind of method to 
identify the county or parish of where the 
plate is issued. A few states started issuing 
plates with the county name between the 
bottom two bolt holes, like Florida in 1979  
and Mississippi as far back as the early forties. 
Starting in 1940 Oklahoma issued plates with 
the beginning to numbers corresponding to 
a  particular county. Georgia started issu-
ing metal strips on their plates in 1971 and  
Florida started using their county numbering 
system in 1938 and later switched to stamping 
the county name on the bottom of the plate 
in between the boltholes. There was a time 
when New Jersey issued all plates by county 
although in present day county codes is only 
used on a handful of license plates.

Ever since the first state-issued license plates, 
low number registrations have been the most 
sought after additions to a collection. Plate 
hunters in New England are constantly on 
the look out for  vehicles with low numbers 
cruising either the Merritt Parkway or the 
Massachusetts Turnpike. It doesn’t take a sea-
soned plate historian to conclude these plates 
are not issued to just anyone. Usually they 
are reserved for government officials or other 
“high-profile” citizens of the state who have 
connections in the local or state government. 
In New Jersey such unique  plates are com-
monly referred to as “courtesy plates”. 

In 1922 New Jersey starting using  a combi-
nation of single letters and numbers. These 
plates were issued to people who requested 
them--an forerunner of vanity plates seen on 
the road today. They were issued randomly 
throughout the state upon special request 
by public officials  to give to  preferred con-
stituents .The initial letters issued included: 
A,B,E,K,L,N,W &S. A year later the state 
added the letters “K” and “H” into the mix, 
letters “R” and “Z” were added in 1925. 
Courtesy plates beginning with  the letter 
“A” ran from number 1-1000, plates with 
the letter “K” ran 1-500, plates with “W” ran 
1-600 all other plates were numbered 400 or 
less.  In the early years of courtesy plates, the 

letters didn’t have any significance.  All of this 
changed  in 1926 when the state assigned a 
particular letter to identify each one of the 
twenty-one counties in New Jersey.  These 
new plates provided a unique challenge to 
state motor vehicle officials since multiple 
county names started with the same letter. 
When cou nties had the same name, like 
Bergen and Burlington, the state decided to 
give the more populated county, Bergen, the 
letter “B” and issue Burlington the letter “N” 
because that was an available letter.  

At this time Ocean County was the only 
county with two stacked letters “ON” in 
order to avoid confusion with the number 
zero. Essex County had so many cars on the 
road they added a “1” over the “E” to accom-
modate additional cars on the road, the series 
reached as high as “6”.  That was also the 
first year New Jersey started issuing “Official” 
license plates that included a single letter for 
the county followed by a very low number 
this format only lasted until 1928, the plates 
that preceded the first courtesy plates.  These 
plates are extremely difficult to find because 

they were only issued for three years. County 
code letters where used along with a 1 to 3 
digit serial numbers following the county 
code letter. This system to identify passenger 
license plates in New Jersey was utilized for 
thirteen years. 

The biggest change  to the letter system 
occurred  in 1939 when the state adopted 
a stacked two letter system for all passenger 
plates, not just  courtesy plates.  The top let-
ter represented the county where the vehicle 
was registered and the bottom letters ran 
from A-Z.  Some smaller counties, such as 
Atlantic and Burlington, didn’t have many 
cars on the road in 1939 so the two counties  
both utilized the letter “A” as the first letter 
of the license plate. Plates issued in Atlantic 
County started at “AA” and stopped at “AL” 
then plates from Burlington  County started 
at “AM” and ran to “AZ”.Since there are three 
counties  beginning with the letter “S”,  the 
letter  assignment had to be divided into the 
separate series.  Salem County was issued 
series SA-SH,  Somerset County was issued 
SI-SU and Sussex was issued the remaining 
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ABOVE: Early examples of New Jersey courtesy plates. All photos are courtesy of the author.
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In 1959 the state stopped issuing plates by 
county, this also was the end of the two  let-
ter stacked format on standard issued plates. 
However the state continued to  use the 
county codes on certain plates like  courtesy  

and some government plates.  This is the 
current system seen on the road today. The 
courtesy plates are  now issued with the first 
letter being the county code and the follow-
ing two letters are the person’s first and last 

initial. The series begins with number  1 and 
goes up to 20, any number higher represents 
a regular vanity plate.  In order to accom-
modate this  format, counties were assigned 
different letters than they used thirty-three 

County Codes-1926

A = Atlantic 

B = Bergen 

C = Camden 

E,1/E* = Essex 

F = Cape May 

H = Hudson 

I = Somerset

J = Hunterdon 

K = Middlesex

 L = Mercer 

M = Monmouth

N = Burlington  

P = Passaic 

R = Sussex

 S = Salem 

U = Union 

V = Morris 

ON = Ocean 

W = Warren 

Y = Cumberland 

Q = Ocean (1926 only) 

Z = Gloucester 

County Codes-
1939-1958

AA-AL=Atlantic

BA-BZ,RA-RZ= Bergen

AM-AZ=Burlington

CA-CZ= Camden

ZW-ZZ= Cape May

ZL-ZV= Cumberland

EA-EZ,FA-FZ,JA-JZ,YA-YA Essex

ZA-ZK =Gloucester

HA-HZ, IA-IZ=Hudson

WT-WZ= Hunterdon

LA-LS= Mercer

KA-KZ =  Middlesex

MA-MZ= Monmouth

VA-VZ   Morris

 LT-LZ= Ocean

PA-PZ= Passaic

SA-SH= Salem

SI-SU= Somerset

SV-SZ=Sussex

NA-NZ,UA-UZ=Union

WA-WS= Warren

County Codes-
1959-Today

County (County Seat)

A – Atlantic (Atlantic City)

B – Bergen  (Hackensack)

C – Camden (Camden)

D - N/A, reserved for dealers

E – Essex (Newark)

F – Ocean (Toms River)

G – Gloucester (Woodbury)

H – Hudson (Jersey City)

I – Hunterdon (Flemington)

J – Salem (Salem)

K – Middlesex (Middlesex)

L – Morris (Parsippany)

M – Monmouth (Freehold)

N – Burlington (Mount Holly)

O - N/A, reserved for omnibus and 
restricted because it looks like a zero

P – Passaic (Paterson)

Q - N/A, reserved for historic and restrict-
ed because it looks like a zero

R – Mercer (Trenton)

S – Somerset (Somerville)

T - unknown... this is the “mystery” cour-
tesy

U – Union (Elizabeth)

V – Sussex (Sussex)

W – Warren (Belvidere)

X - N/A, reserved for commercial & 
farmer plates

Y – Cumberland (Bridgeton)

Z - Cape May (Cape May Courthouse)

ABOVE: The author's grandfather smiles in a beautiful Jaguar, which carries a New Jersey courtesy issue.
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Courtesy plates can appear on a variety of 
non-passenger issued plates as well, like   his-
torical plates or plates used by non profit 
orginizations. Regular non-profit plates start 
with two letters such as “NF” for non-profit 
orginizations. During the base change of 1992 
courtesies became available in  the non-pas-
senger plates so now for courtesies, the “NF” 
is stacked

In the early 1990s, New Jersey introduced 
special issue plate to support various causes. 
W hile the normal special issue plaes were 
assigned two letters and a serial starting at one 
thousand, the plates do come in courtesy and 
vanity format, minus the two letter perefix. 
For instance a regular Baymen’s Heritage plate 
has a “BH” and then a license plate starts with 
four digits.

The county codes  aren’t solely used for 
courtesy plates. Among those that issue plate 
with county codes on them are New Jersey 
political plates,  such as state senators, assem-
bly county officers, sheriffs,surrogates, mayor 
license plates. 

The political plates use  the county code on 
the left side of the plate and the official’s ini-
tials stacked o n the right side of the license 
plate. Most Mayor plates have a unique for-
mat because they  have the county code and 
the first letter of the town on the left side and 
the mayor’s initials on the right side of the 
plate. 

New Jersey’s county code system has certainly 
come a long way since the first letters appeared 
on plates in 1922. The next time you pickup 
a plate from the 40s or 50s from  the Garden 
State, take a closer look. 3

 

ABOVE  Current courtesy issues: on an antique auto reg-
istration and a PDB 1 is a recent issue. In the 2nd column, 
there are some early examples of New Jersey courtesy 
plates. The two letters stacked to the left are the county 
codes. The one or two-digit registration numbers were the 
special low numbers available in the county as a courtesy 
issue.  The smaller numbers, like the "3" in the BI 5 1952 
plate at right, represents the number of reissues for the 
courtesy plate.  The bottom plate in the second column is 
the 1957 undated 6x12 base. In the third column, there are 
some more examples of courtesy plates.  


